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Easyfairs acquires Southern Manufacturing & 
Electronics 

This acquisition represents a significant addition to Easyfairs’ 
extensive European engineering & manufacturing portfolio 

London, 10/01/2024: Easyfairs, the world’s largest privately owned exhibition organiser, today 
announced the acquisition of European Trade & Exhibition Services, organiser of Southern 
Manufacturing & Electronics, bolstering its already extensive engineering and manufacturing 
portfolio that incorporates Advanced Engineering as well as many other brands across Europe. It 
is a significant acquisition that provides a complete and complementary portfolio of events for 
the UK manufacturing industry. 

Southern Manufacturing & Electronics is in its 26th edition, having built up an impressive reputation 
as a key event for the manufacturing technology sector in the UK. Taking place from 6 to 8 February 
2024 at Farnborough International Exhibition Centre, it attracts over 460 exhibitors (representing 
600 companies) and 9,000 attendees, and has a unique position as the only large-scale industrial 
engineering event in the South of England.  

Easyfairs has a strong track record of delivering 30 industrial events across nine countries, including 
Advanced Engineering, Advanced Manufacturing, All About Automation and many others. Advanced 
Engineering, one of the biggest in the portfolio, has its flagship event at the NEC Birmingham in 
November and is the UK’s largest annual gathering of engineering and manufacturing professionals, 
offering a vital window into the future of the market. Since its acquisition by Easyfairs in 2015, it 
has cemented its highly respected reputation as a market leader, and has since launched into 
Belgium and Sweden.  

Matt Benyon, Group CEO of Easyfairs, commented: “Southern Manufacturing & Electronics is a 
perfect strategic fit for our growing portfolio; and as part of an established stable of industry-
leading events, the event’s future development and its loyal exhibitor and visitor base that has 
been built up over the last 30 years will be in very safe hands.” 

A portfolio including these two distinct UK events creates a powerful offering to the market 
covering the entire engineering and manufacturing value chain. Southern Manufacturing & 
Electronics has a core of exhibitors displaying machinery, production equipment, electronic 
production, tooling and subcontracting services; where Advanced Engineering has its core in product 
design and engineering, composites engineering and advanced materials. Furthermore, it provides a 
geographical diversity; with 35% of the 2.6m people who work in UK manufacturing based in the 
South of England, Southern Manufacturing & Electronics provides a critical hub for the industry. 

 



 

Southern Manufacturing & Electronics has built up over the years as a family business, led by 
founders Phil Valentine and Jo Valentine and with a family team working with them. Alison Willis, 
Managing Director of Easyfairs UK confirmed: “Phil and Jo will remain closely involved in the event 
as consultants, and we very much look forward to working with them and the rest of the family on 
the continuing growth and success of the event. The knowledge and experience that the Valentine 
family bring, combined with the strength of Easyfairs pan-European network of industrial trade 
shows, our advanced technology platform, and the obvious synergies within the Easyfairs portfolio 
will certainly drive the next phase in the event’s development.”  

Phil Valentine added: “We could not be more delighted to reach this agreement with Easyfairs. As 
a family business, founded exactly 30 years ago, we were always going to be cautious to choose the 
right company to take the event forward as and when we were in a position to sell. We have built a 
strong relationship with Matt and the team at Easyfairs over many years; we are therefore 
confident that there is a close synergy with the values of our businesses, despite the difference of 
scale, and it gives me great confidence and pleasure that Southern Manufacturing & Electronics is 
in the right hands for the future.” 

Easyfairs will resume full operational running of the event from the end of February 2024. 

- END - 

About Easyfairs  

Easyfairs organises and hosts events, bringing communities together to visit the future. 

We currently organise 110 face-to-face event titles in 12 countries (Algeria, Belgium, Finland, 
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United 
Kingdom) and manage eight event venues in Belgium, the Netherlands and Sweden (Antwerp, 
Ghent, Mechelen-Brussels North, Namur, Gorinchem, Hardenberg, Malmö and Stockholm). 

We are passionate about “easifying” the life of our customers and increasing the return on 
investment and return on time for professional communities through our all-in formulas, advanced 
technology and customer-centric approach. Our digital features and initiatives provide these 
communities with excellent opportunities to network effectively and do business throughout the 
year.  

The Easyfairs Group employs 800 highly committed talents, deploys the best marketing and 
technology tools and develops brands with a strong appeal to our stakeholder communities. 

For the fifth year running, Deloitte conferred “Best Managed Company” status on Easyfairs in 2023.  

Easyfairs is ranked 11 of the world’s top exhibition organisers, according to the STAX annual 
ranking. 

Visit the future with Easyfairs and find out more on www.easyfairs.com   
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